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Abstract
This study investigates the consequences of adopting two simple sets of rules the manager can consider as
perfectly rational and follow in his decisions regarding price, volume and mix of the various products. The first
set follows the full (absorption) costing method logic, while the second is based on the direct (variable, marginal)
costing method logic. It shows that costing systems adopting the full-costing method can lead management to
make non-rational decisions regarding the setting of prices, acceptance of orders, make or buy choices and,
above all, determination of the optimal production mix through programming and budgeting. On the other hand,
using the direct costing method allows the manager to achieve rational results during the decision-making and
planning phases, even if these often appear counter-intuitive when compared with the results achieved using the
full costing method, which seem to conform to naïve intuition. The risk in the latter case is even more serious
when we are dealing with multi-production firms operating under conditions of limited production capacity
regarding one or more factors, as occurs most of the time. The demonstration of the thesis of the superiority of
direct costing method rules in management decisions related to the problem of the matching costs and revenues
is carried out with numerical evidence, formulating a set of decision problems that are solved by comparing the
results obtained both with the full costing method rules and with the direct costing method rules.
Keywords: direct costing method, full costing method, linear programming, management decisions
1. Introduction
Managerial choices assume a countless number of valuation processes. The principle of managerial activity
aimed at guiding the business system toward its objectives in itself implies the search for accurate control
strategies (Mella, 2014). The economic value of a firm (EVF) expresses the main business and managerial
objective whose achievement requires a strategy that, for the different business segments, correctly calculates
costs, prices, volumes and production mix in order the quantify the maximum return on investment (roi), which
is a prerequisite for achieving the maximum return on equity (roe), on which EVF depends (Mella, 2005, 2014;
McIntyre, 1999). Each technical control of roi is mainly based on price and cost control, with business,
marketing and industrial policies affecting quality and productivity (Mella, 2018a, 2018b). In particular, the
‘heart’ of any strategy to control the return on invested capital, roi, in multi-product companies must decide how
to correlate in a meaningful manner sales revenues and production costs, in order to calculate the analytical
economic results for each type of production so as to decide the optimal production mix, and which products to
start, continue or interrupt producing. In addition, it must monitor the production volumes of each product. This
strategic problem appears even more relevant when there are production or resource capacity constraints.
Usually the debate between full costing and direct costing advocates revolves around the cost accounting
systems with respect to both the evaluation of inventories and the ex post calculation of economic results in
financial statements. The present study instead examines the two cost methods from an operational and
managerial point of view, since they can deal with and solve in different ways the fundamental problems of any
business strategy: how to rationally correlate prices and costs, on which some fundamental choices depend. For
planning and budgeting purposes (Sponem, 2016; Hansen, 2004), the most relevant of these decisions concern:
– How to set profitable prices on the basis of the unit cost data and, vice-versa: what target costs must be
achieved given the pre-determined prices;
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– Whether or not to activate or de-activate a production process, given the estimated selling prices;
– Which product mix is most rational given the selling prices and unit costs of production.
Today, management accounting can rely on a considerable variety of systems for calculating the costs of
production (Moisello, 2000; Avi, 2012, Ogungbade & Tabhita, 2018): from the simple one-step calculation
methods, which attempt to impute to products the costs of all the productive factors by employing mainly
volumetric cost drivers, to the multi-step methods, such as “localization method” which operates through the
allocation of elementary costs to cost centers, and activity based costing, or ABC, that allocates elementary costs
based on the activities necessary for the production processes (Homburg, 2001; Cooper, 1988a, 1988b; Cooper &
Kaplan, 1991; Bhimani & Pigott, 1992; Dugdale & Jones, 1997; Mitchell, 1994). These systems attribute the
costs of factors of production (first step) first to the operational centers (localization) or the activities (ABC) and
subsequently, after a certain number of exchanges among centers or between activities and macro activities
(further steps), to the finished product (final step), using appropriate cost drivers that ensure an imputation based
on assumed causal relations that link the activities to the finished products (Moisello, 2012a).
Common to these systems is the fact that, more or less explicitly, they adopt the full cost method (logic) of
calculation; that is, the logic of the full costing method (Kaplan and Johnson, 1987). Full costing represents the
cost of all the factors – whether involved in the process or capacity, technical or financial, or effective or
figurative in nature – held to contribute to obtaining a given volume of production. Precisely because it
represents the economic consumption of all the factors, full costing is highly meaningful in terms of the
efficiency of production processes and commonly used, having become by now the ‘king of the market’. The full
costing method is also found in the target costing process, a system of cost management and planning regarding
the production mix that aims at maximizing profitability (Moisello, 2012b; Ansary & Bell, 1997; Kato, 1993),
taking the selling price as a constraint and trying to redesign the production process in order to keep costs at a
level that, given the price constraint, produces the desired profitability. Finally, though this does not exhaust the
varieties of costing systems, there is the Life Cycle Costing technique (Cooper & Chew, 1996), which
determines the cost limits of a product in the various stages of its life cycle, with the aim of determining the
moment of optimal conclusion of the life cycle to avoid the cash cow being transformed into a cash dog,
according to the Boston Consulting Group framework.
What is the reason for bringing up the direct costing method? For the answer, it is necessary to note that the cost
calculations are part of the managerial calculations of economic effectiveness, which as a whole are referred to
as the economic and productive calculation (Mella, 2005). In particular, the ‘heart’ of the economic calculation
undertaken in multi-product companies attempts to correlate in a meaningful manner sales revenues and
production costs, in order to calculate the analytical economic results for each type of production so as to decide
which production to start, continue or interrupt and to monitor the carrying out of the production processes. The
system of calculations of production costs must be suitable to the carrying out of a rational economic calculation
(Cooper & Kaplan, 1988a, 1988b). From this perspective, a costing system can be defined as appropriate and
coherent if it allows management to make the most rational decisions regarding profitability, thereby allowing
costs and prices to be correlated so as to maximize the product mix given the constraint of obtaining the
maximum revenue.
This paper aims at demonstrating how the full costing method can distort operating decisions, as it assumes the
imputation of all costs to the pre-determined production volumes, both direct and indirect costs, that can change
only in the long term and do not affect this kind of decisions,. No matter how production is implemented:
through cost centers, or through activities or processes, it can lead to non-rational operating decisions since it
does not focus on relevant costs (Staubus, 1963) and it does not optimize the economic results that can be
achieved. Only the direct costing method, since it investigates the dynamics of factor costs according to the
dynamics of production volumes, dividing these into variable, direct (hence the term “direct” costing), and fixed
costs, allows for the proper determination of the production mix to achieve maximum profitability. The direct
costing method therefore refers to the calculation of costs at variable volumes of production and no longer only
to "fixed" production volumes; in other words, the economic result for each production process becomes a
function of the revenues, prices and volumes, and of the variable and fixed costs, for each level of production.
Referring to a number of numerical examples, this paper highlights that the direct costing method can be defined
as appropriate and coherent since it allows management to make the most rational decisions regarding
profitability, thereby allowing costs and prices to be correlated so as to maximize the product mix given the
constraint of obtaining the maximum revenue. More specifically, adopted as a decision-making criterion, the
direct costing method consistently produces optimal results, even if in some cases these appear counter-intuitive.
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Nevertheless, when compared with alternative results from the full costing method, the former turn out to be
perfectly rational.
2. Full and Direct Costing: A Short Literature Review
The development of cost accounting and managerial control dates to the beginning of the 19th century, when
companies began to hire workers on a long-term basis and to realize the need to operate according to efficiency
criteria (Johnson & Kaplan, 1987). Another strong incentive for the development of cost accounting techniques
occurred in the second half of the 19th century, when the management of large transport, production and
distribution companies felt the need for cost information useful to support business operations and growth
processes (Waweru, 2010). Nevertheless, Kaplan (1984) observed that over the entire century cost accounting
practices did not allocate fixed costs either to periods or to products, a practice that was begun by scientific
management. Moss and Haseman (1957) point out that the development of the principle of burden application
can be considered as the antecedent of direct costing. This approach recognizes that certain costs are not related
to a specific output but to supply services beyond a single accounting period, therefore implying above all a cost
allocation among different accounting periods and subsequently an allocation among different outputs. As the
authors highlight, the fluctuations of outputs and costs reduce the validity of full cost information for the
decision-making process.
The full costing school, acknowledging the aforementioned limitations, refined the methodology by basing
burden rates on the normal activity level or on the level related to practical capacity. The costs allocated in this
way take on the meaning of “unavoidable amount of overhead cost” attributable on average to a single product
unit, under the assumption that the company operates at the level of activity assumed as the basis for determining
the allocation coefficient (Moss & Haseman, 1957 p. 185). Conversely, the direct costing school proposed to
treat the amount of overhead cost not related to a specific output as period costs and not as product costs.
Subsequently, the identification of the cost to be allocated to the product based on the direct relationship with the
output was refined by taking into account the variability of the cost. Direct costing has its roots on management’s
need for quantitative information on the effect of the cost-volume-price relationship on a business (Moss &
Haseman, 1957).
Many authors have emphasized the operational importance of the choice between full and direct costing in
managerial decisions. The literature points out a number of concerns related to the use of absorption costing in
profitability analysis, which is key for many decisions such as the elimination of products, the prioritization of
products for sales activities, the determination of the optimum mix of production, and sales planning for products,
suggesting the use of information based on variable costs, taking into account production constraints (Guerreiro
et al., 2004). The advantages of contribution margin information in pricing decisions were effectively highlighted
by Horngren, (1972), and the literature has consistently proposed models for pricing and profitability
decision-making based on variable costs and contribution margin. The literature observes that the allocation of
fixed costs to products may lead to adverse decision-making because the value attributed to a unit depends on the
production volume as well as on the allocation criterion adopted (Guerreiro et al., 2004). Conversely, the
contribution margin highlights in an unbiased way how the different products contribute to covering the structure
costs and to producing profit. Noreen, Smith and Mackey (1995) point out that the contribution margin per unit
of a constraint resource is a key indicator in deciding how to optimize its use or whether to elevate the constraint.
Nevertheless, the full costing method has been indicated as an effective tool in dealing with the complexity of
triple bottom line decisions; in particular, for businesses characterized by relevant environmental and social
implications such as the automotive industry (Jasinski et al., 2015). The method has been applied to incorporate
in products prices the value of internal and external impacts in order to pursue the overall sustainability of a
business (Bebbington, 2001).
Valuations of product stocks for external financial reporting is another significant point in the debate on the
choice between full costing and direct costing (Moisello, 2000). Advocates of direct costing assessment note that
fixed costs occur regardless of production volumes and of the production of products in stock. Therefore, these
costs should not be transferred to the future financial year by the value assigned to inventories (Horngren &
Sorter,1961). The proponents of direct costing argue that the result for the year would be clearer and more
meaningful, since it does not depend on production volumes and is influenced solely by sales volume. Those
who opt for full costing emphasize that structural factors are indispensable for obtaining production and that the
related costs must be taken into account in the assessment of stocks. In doing so, the portions of fixed costs as
well are postponed to the year in which the sales are made, perfectly matching revenues and costs (Paton &
Littleton, 1940; Fremgen, 1964), while idle capacity costs should be treated as losses (Fess & Ferrara, 1961).
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The empirical literature on the measurement of the economic results and the significance of financial statements
(Pong & Mitchel, 2006) highlights that the choice between full costing and direct costing is relevant since these
two methods provide different profit measurements when a variation between the stocks at the beginning and
end of the period occurs. Under absorption costing the increase of stocks enhances profit, with some authors
pointing out that the full costing method may motivate managers to increase stocks in order raise profit (Kaplan,
1984; Johnson & Kaplan, 1987). Conversely, in accounting frameworks, such as GAAP and IFRS, variable
costing is not allowed in financial reporting and absorption costing is mandatory (Krishnan & Lin, 2012) since it
is assumed that this accounting principle refers to historical periods in which the actual production data is known.
In accordance with the accounting standards for external financial reporting, the cost of inventory must be
determined in accordance with the matching principle in accounting, which requires expenses to be reported in
the same period as the revenue generated by the expenses, including all costs used to prepare the inventory for its
intended use.
3. The Logic of the Full (Absorption) Costing Method in Management Accounting
As mentioned in Section 1, today, management accounting can rely on a considerable variety of systems for
calculating the costs of production (Moisello, 2000; Drury, 2013): from the simple one-step calculation methods,
which attempt to impute to products the costs of all the productive factors by mainly employing volumetric cost
drivers, to the multi-step methods, such as localization and activity based costing (ABC). These systems
attribute the costs of factors of production (first step) first to the operational centers (localization) or the activities
(ABC) and subsequently, after a certain number of exchanges among centers or between activities and macro
activities (further steps), to the finished product (final step), using appropriate cost drivers that ensure an
imputation based on assumed causal relations that link the activities to the finished products (Moisello, 2012c).
Common to these systems is the fact that, more or less explicitly, they adopt the full cost method (logic) of
calculation. Full costing represents the cost of all the factors – involved in the process or in production capacity,
and technical or financial, effective or figurative in nature – that are held to contribute to obtaining a given
volume of production. Precisely because it represents the economic consumption of all the factors, full costing is
highly meaningful in terms of the efficiency of production processes and commonly used, by now having
become the ‘king of the market’.
The full costing method is also found in the target costing process, a system of cost management and planning
regarding the production mix that aims at maximizing profitability taking the selling price as a constraint and
trying to redesign the production process in order to keep costs at a level that, given the price constraint,
produces the desired profitability. Finally, though this does not exhaust the varieties of costing systems, there is
the Life Cycle Costing technique which determines the cost limits of a product in the various stages of its life
cycle, with the aim of determining the moment of optimal truncation of the life cycle in order to avoid the cash
cow being transformed into a cash dog, according to the framework of the Boston Consulting Group.
What is the reason for bringing up the direct costing method? For the answer it is necessary to note that the cost
calculations are part of the managerial calculations of economic effectiveness, which as a whole are referred to
as the economic and productive calculation (Mella, 1997).
4. From Management Accounting to the Management Problem of Correlating Unit Costs and Prices
Dealing with the problem of the correlation between revenues and costs means in practice solving the problem of
how to meaningfully compare prices and unit costs (Moyer et al., 2014) in production and pricing decisions: in
other words, how to establish, for example, if it is economically convenient to produce the product ALFA, for
which a client offers to pay 5 euros per unit, with a cost of 5.4 euros per unit; or when should it be decided which
of the two products, BETA and GAMMA, to produce, given an offering price of 10 and 20 euros, respectively,
and a unit cost of 8 and 19 euros.
It may sound incredible, but the intuitive answers «do not produce ALFA, as this will entail a loss for each unit»
and «produce BETA, since this offers a higher profit per unit» could turn out to be wrong and lead as a result to a
reduction in overall economic efficiency and results. For this reason, the correct procedure management adopts
to correlate costs/prices is fundamental for the very survival of the company, especially in multi-process and
multi-product corporations. To demonstrate this, we must compare the analyses of the two costing methods; that
is, the two methods for correlating unit costs and prices, and as a result total costs and revenues (Rajasekaran &
Lalitha, 2011).
In single-product companies the correlation between costs and revenues for a given production process is
correctly achieved using the method knows as break-even analysis (BEA) (Cafferky, 2010), which analyzes the
dynamics of costs and revenues as a function of the quantity produced by that process. In this way the
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corresponding operating result for each level of production is determined, which is also a function of the
volumes of production and sales (referring as it does to a production process, the stock of products is irrelevant).
BEA thus assumes the possibility of specifying the economic result functions, by deriving these from the cost,
earnings and operating results functions with respect to the quantity to produce as the independent variable
(DuBrin, 2008). In its traditional form, the BEA is based on the fundamental hypothesis that revenues and costs
vary linearly with respect to variations in the quantity produced and sold, Q. This simply means that the
operational result function (R), considering the production volumes Q as an independent variable, take the
following form:
R(Q) = p Q − (vc Q + FC ) = cm Q - CF

(1)

This represents the fundamental expression of BEA in a linear form, since:
•
vc = Σ qV pV is the unit variable cost, obtained from the sum of the variable costs (qV pV) of the direct
operating factors; that is, the costs for materials, services and direct labor – whose total increases with increases
in the volumes (Q) of production – which are calculated by multiplying the unit quantities of the factors (qV) by
the unit prices (pV); VC = vc Q represents the total variable costs function, since the costs for the operating
factors are the costs for production, and therefore vary along with variations in the latter; they can also be called
the “costs of the production process”;
•
FC = Σ qF pF are the total fixed costs for the process, and represent the sum of the costs of fixed structures
(qF pF) – quantity (qF) multiplied by unit prices (pF) – that is, the costs for machinery and facilities, or the
depreciation, rent, and so on, borne in a given amount independently of the volume of production; FC are also
called “costs of production structures”, or simply “structure costs”. If these refer to a process lasting one year,
they are also called “period costs”.
Since BEA is applied linearly, all the basic costs that are not linear must be “linearized”: their dynamics,
whatever form this should take, must be reduced to a linear form through appropriate procedures (see Mella
1997). From (1) it follows that, following the BEA logic, when Q = 0, the cost of production is equal to FC.
The cost-price correlation through (1) allows us to correctly calculate the volume Q* which, given p, vc and FC,
gives us a desired R*; in fact, we immediately derive the following fundamental equation of the BEA:

Q* =

FC + R * FC + R *
=
p − vc
cm

(2)

Where the denominator (p-vc) represents the unit contribution margin, cm, to cover fixed costs and achieve the
desired level of operational result. The quantity Qe that achieves equilibrium is the “equilibrium quantity”,
which corresponds to the production volume at which total costs equal total revenues, known as the break-even
quantity or, more briefly, break-even point (BEP).
Since costs are a function of Q, for every level of Q we can quantify the average relative cost, or unitary full
cost:

fc =

vc Q + FC
Q

(3)

Given the presence of fixed costs, fc will decline with increases in the volumes of production. It must be noted
that in normal circumstances Q does not vary from zero to infinity, since for levels that are “too small”, near to
zero, all costs have anomalous trends which are not easily determinable. Similarly, for production quantities that
are ‘too high’, costs cannot be quantified. For this reason, in BEA the quantity Q varies from a minimum volume
to a maximum volume in the “neighborhood” of a normal volume of production: the “admissible neighborhood”
(range of admissible variability), which is assumed to be obtained without variations in production capacity.
While the BEA allows us to solve the problem of the cost/price correlation in a single product company, in
multi-product companies the correlation between specific sales revenues and specific production costs, needed to
quantify the analytical results, can be found using the full cost method, better known as the full costing method,
and the variable direct cost method, better known as the direct costing method, or also the variable costing
method. The two methods assume the possibility of constructing the cost functions for each production process
according to the BEA techniques, quantifying the revenues, costs, and results based on a given normal quantity
of production, and constructing an analytical accounting matrix in which for each product, placed at the top of
separate column, volumes, prices and costs are calculated in the corresponding rows. We can now move on to an
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analysis of the full cost or full costing methods as alternative price/cost decision-making criteria.
5. The Full Costing Method Rules to Compare Unitary Costs and Prices
According to this method, the price/cost comparison must involve the selling price (p), with full cost defined as
the overall average unit cost, which includes both the unit variable costs (vc) as well as a unit share of the fixed
costs, which will be indicated by the symbol fc (note: FC indicates total fixed costs; fc is the share of these costs
attributed to each unit of product) (Gramlich & Korok 2015). Therefore, indicating unitary full cost by “fc”,
and keeping in mind (3), we can write:

fc = vc +

FC
= vc + fc
Q

(4)

From (4) we see that unit fixed costs (cf) are determined by dividing overall fixed costs by the normal quantity Q.
The value ‘fc’ represents full cost, since it is the unit cost that includes both the share of variable costs and that
part of fixed costs imputed to each unit of production. This method thus assumes that each unit of production
obtained and sold must also absorb a share of the fixed costs needed for production, in addition to covering the
variable costs vc. Therefore, the full costing method is also known as the absorption costing method (Drury,
2013).
Using the usual symbols, the difference between “p” and “fc” measures the unit result “ur”; that is, the unit profit
or unit loss:
ur = p − fc = p − (vc − fc )

(5)

This leads to the following operating rule for managerial economic calculations regarding the comparison of the
unit price/cost with the full costing method:
Rule 1): a product whose selling price “p” is below full cost, “fc”, should not be produced, since the price does
not cover the production costs, and thus manufacturing it would inevitably lose money for the company;
Rule 2): as a result of Rule 1, the relation p > vc +fc must always hold;
Rule 3): when there are two products with different unit profits, a company must favor the most profitable one;
that is, the one for which “ur” is greater. In particular, if the firm produces ALFA and BETA, the first with a unit
profit and the second a unit loss, it must stop producing BETA in order to avoid losses.
6. Theoretical Analysis of Problems Arising from the Full Costing Method
6.1 Stopping Production of a Loss-Making Product: Single Production
The rules of the full costing method can lead to non-rational decisions. To demonstrate this, we can begin with a
simple proof. Let us assume a single-product company produces a “normal” quantity of ALFA equal to Q =
100,000 units, with variable costs vc = 31.50 and fixed costs FC = 2,000,000 (let us suppose that all values are in
some form of money unit: € or $ or £, etc.). The selling price is p = 49 (all money values can be expressed in
some money unit: € or $ or £, or another unit of currency).
In order to judge whether it is economically convenient to produce according to RULES 1 and 2 above we need
to calculate the full cost by first determining the fixed cost share, “fixed c”, absorbed by each unit of product and
then adding these to the unit variable costs:
fixed c =

2,000,000
= 20.00
100,000

The unit full cost is:
fc = vc + fixed c = 31.50 + 20.00 = 51.50

Since the price is p = 49, which is below unit full cost, it must be deduced that the production of ALFA is not
economically convenient, since for each unit of production there would be a negative result, a loss, in the amount
of:
ur = p − fc = 49.00 − 51.50 = −2.50 (loss per unit).

We assume that management, having observed this result, decides to interrupt production of ALFA. Is this a
rational decision? To answer this, we need further information about the following two possibilities: whether the
can company replace the production of ALFA with another, or whether it must stop producing ALFA without
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replacing it with another product. It can easily be shown that, in the second case, if the company cannot replace a
particular production causing a unit loss with another product, then the decision to stop making ALFA is wrong,
since the company will only increase its losses rather than reduce them. This is easily seen if we calculate
earnings, costs and the total economic results before and after the decision to interrupt production, as illustrated
in Table 1 (given the simplicity and obviousness of the conclusions, this table is superfluous; nevertheless, it is
useful to show the arguments that will be presented below).
Table 1. Decision to interrupt production with the full costing method in the case of a single product
ALFA

ALFA

production

production is interrupted

Q = Quantity sold

100,000

0

49.00

49.00

p = Unit price
TR = Total Revenues

4,900,000

0.00

31.50

31.50

VC = Total Variable Cost

3,150,000

0.00

CM = Contribution Margin

1,750,000

0.00

FC = Fixed Costs

2,000,000

2,000,000

Full Cost = VC + FC

5,150,000

2,000,000

-250,000

-2,000,000

vc = Unit Variable Cost

Total Loss for Alfa

Table 1 clearly shows that if the company does not replace the production of ALFA but only interrupts it, the loss
would be from 250,000 (if production continues) to 2,000,000 (if production stops altogether). The reason for
these results is clear if we remember that the fixed costs by definition must be borne even without production.
Therefore, if the company stopped producing ALFA it would still have to pay the fixed costs, which would
represent the losses it would incur. If the company continued to produce ALFA, the fixed costs would in part be
covered by the contribution margin. Since in our example the latter is less than the fixed costs, the company
would end up in the «loss area», but this loss would clearly be less than the fixed costs.
RULE 1 of the full costing method, according to which it is not profitable to produce a product that has a unit
loss, ur = -2.5, is true only if the company can replace that product with another that, with the same fixed costs,
permits a higher contribution margin. Otherwise, the company must continue production in order to reduce its
losses.
Even RULE 2 is therefore not correct. From what has been demonstrated above, it immediately follows that the
price, p = 49, can also fall below the unit full cost, fc = 51.50, on the condition it nevertheless is higher than the
variable cost, vc = 31.50, so that a contribution margin is produced that can cover a share of the fixed costs.
6.2 Two Products: Stopping Production of a Loss-Making Product
RULE 3 of the full cost method can also lead to non-rational results. To demonstrate this, we need only observe
Table 2, which presents the revenue and cost data for two products, BETA and GAMMA (the reasoning which
follows is also valid for a larger number of products). Table 2 shows that the company’s fixed costs, equal to
4,000,000, have been divided between BETA and GAMMA on the basis of sales revenues (with a value-based
functional criterion) with cost allocation coefficients equal to 30% (3/10) and 70% (7/10), respectively.
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Table 2. Full costing method in the case of two products
BETA

GAMMA

Production

Production

Q = Quantity sold

100,000

p = Unit price

Totals

200,000

30.00

35.00

3,000,000

7,000,000

15.00

25.00

VC = Total Variable Cost

1,500,000

5,000,000

6,500,000

CM = Contribution Margin

1,500,000

2,000,000

3,500,000

FC = Fixed Costs

1,200,000

2,800,000

4,000,000

30 %

70 %

100 %

2,700,000

7,800,000

10,500,000

27

39

TR = Total Revenues
vc = Unit Variable Cost

Fixed Costs allocation coefficients (TR)
Full Cost = VC + FC
fc = unit full cost
ur = unit result = p – fc

3

-4

R = Operating Income

300,000

-800,000

10,000,000

-500,000

The unit full cost is:

fc(BETA) = 15.00 + 12.00 = 27.00

fc(GAMMA) = 25.00 + 14.00 = 39.00
Since the selling price of the two products is 30 and 35, respectively, the following unit results are obtained:

ur(BETA) = 30.00 − 27.00 = +3.00
ur(GAMMA)= 35.00 − 39.00 = −4.00
According to full costing RULE 3, GAMMA production must be interrupted. This conclusion is clearly
non-rational: it is not economically convenient for the company to replace a product with a unit loss unless the
new product has a higher contribution margin. In fact, this would lead to a variant of the case mentioned in the
previous section: as Table 3 illustrates, even if the company stops the production of GAMMA, all the fixed costs
imputed to that production would still be incurred; and, not being able to count on the contribution margin from
this production, the total loss would rise from 500,000 to 2,500,000.
Table 3. Decision to stop production in the case of two products, under the full costing method
BETA

GAMMA

Production

Production

Q = Quantity sold
p = Unit price
TR = Total Revenues

Totals

100,000

0

30.00

35.00

3,000,000

0

15.00

25.00

VC = Total Variable Cost

1,500,000

0

1,500,000

CM = Contribution Margin

1,500,000

0

1,500,000

FC = Fixed Costs

4,000,000

0

4,000,000

100%

0

100%

5,500,000

0

5,500,000

55.0

0

-2,500,000

0

vc = Unit Variable Cost

Fixed Costs allocation coefficients (TR)
Full Cost = VC + FC
fc = unit full cost
R = Operating Income

3,000,000

-2,500,000

This example leads to the following conclusion: the full costing method leads to non-rational decisions when
there is unutilized production capacity; that is, when it must be decided whether or not to continue or interrupt a
certain production without replacing that production with another; in other words, without covering the fixed
costs imputed to the interrupted production (the case of fully utilized production capacity is dealt with in the next
section).
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However, the full costing method can be the source of error for a second reason as well: since the unit full cost
(fc) to be compared with the price (p) is calculated by dividing among the units produced the overall fixed costs
allocated to each production (to obtain fc), the amount of full cost will inevitably depend on the allocating
criteria for fixed costs at the company level. As a result, even decisions based on the unit results determined by
the full cost method depend on the allocation criteria of the fixed costs.
In order to show this, let us return to the example in Table 2 and assume that the contribution margin, rather than
sales revenue, is adopted as the basis of the allocation of fixed costs, in order to construct Table 4. In this case
15/35 of the fixed costs would be allocated to BETA and 20/35 to GAMMA. Based on Table 4, we could arrive
at the even more irrational conclusion that the production of both products should be suspended.
Table 4. Decision to suspend production with full costing based on fixed-cost allocation criteria
BETA Production
Q = Quantity sold

GAMMA Production

100,000

p = Unit price

Totals

200,000

30.00

35.00

3,000,000

7,000,000

15.00

25.00

VC = Total Variable Cost

1,500,000

5,000,000

6,500,000

CM = Contribution Margin

1,500,000

2,000,000

3,500,000

FC = Fixed Costs

1,714,286

2,285,714

4,000,000

43 %

57 %

100 %

3,214,286

7,285,714

10,500,000

TR = Total Revenues
vc = Unit Variable Cost

Fixed Costs allocation coefficients (CM)
Full Cost = VC + FC
fc = unit full cost
R = Operating Income

32.10

36.40

-214,286

-285,714

10,000,000

-500,000

6.3 Multi-Production Processes: The Optimal Product Mix
Finally, let us consider a final drawback of the full costing method: this technique does not guarantee the optimal
choice of product mix; that is, the choice concerning the range of products to produce and the relative amounts.
To demonstrate this, we will use the example of a company that manufactures three products, ALFA, BETA and
GAMMA, at a fixed cost of 600,000. The prices and the variable costs for materials and direct labor, as well as
the shares of fixed costs allocated to the three products, are shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Production of three products under the full costing method: Non-optimal mix
ALFA Production
Q = Quantity sold

BETA Production

GAMMA

Totals

Production

100,000

100,000

10.00

10.00

10.00

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

3,000,000

vc = Unit Variable Cost

4.00

5.00

6.00

0

direct cost for materials

2.00

2.00

3.00

p = Unit price
TR = Total Revenues

direct cost for labor

100,000

2.00

3.00

3.00

VC = Total Variable Cost

400,000

500,000

600,000

1,500,000

CM = Contribution Margin

600,000

500,000

400,000

1,500,000

FC = Fixed Costs

300,000

200,000

100,000

600,000

50%

33.3%

16.67%

100%

700,000

700,000

700,000

2,100,000

fc = unit full cost

7.00

7.00

7.00

ur = unit result = p – fc

3.00

3.00

3.00

R = Operating Income

300,000

300,000

300,000

Managerial allocation coefficients
Full Cost = VC + FC

900,000

The data in the table clearly show that management could decide the three products are equally advantageous,
since they all have the same selling price, full costs and unit earnings. It can thus be concluded that the mix of
products presented in Table 5 (100,000 units of each) is optimal. However, this conclusion is easily contradicted
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by a simple look at Table 5.
If we assume full production capacity, so that the production of an additional unit of one product causes a
reduction in the production of another, then it is easily noted that a unit increase in ALFA accompanied by a unit
reduction in BETA or GAMMA would improve the company’s overall earnings.
In fact, since the three products have different contribution margins, varying the mix to obtain an additional unit
of ALFA at the expense of one less unit of GAMMA would lead to:
– An increase of 6 in the contribution margin for the extra unit of ALFA;
– A fall of 4 in the contribution margin for the one less unit of GAMMA;
– Overall, a net increase of 2 monetary units for the contribution margin of ALFA (+1 production unit) with
respect to GAMMA (-1 production unit).
It can easily be concluded that if the products were independent and the demand for ALFA could absorb the
increased production, then it would be advantageous for the company to completely abandon production of
GAMMA and put all the resources thereby saved into the production of ALFA. In fact, Table 6 clearly shows that
the advantages from producing ALFA and abandoning GAMMA are even more obvious if we consider that
stopping production of GAMMA would free up 3 units of cost for material and 3 units of cost for labor, while the
production of ALFA would require only 2 cost units of each factor; therefore, stopping the production of
GAMMA would enable ALFA production to be increased by 150%, from Q =100,000 to Q = 250,000 units.
Table 6. Production of three products under the full costing method: Changes in the mix
ALFA Production
Q = Quantity sold
p = Unit price
TR = Total Revenues

BETA Production

GAMMA

Totals

Production

250,000

100,000

-

10.00

10.00

10.00

2,500,000

1,000,000

0

3,500,000

vc = Unit Variable Cost

4.00

5.00

6.00

0

direct cost for materials

2.00

2.00

3.00

direct cost for labor

2.00

3.00

3.00

VC = Total Variable Cost

1,000,000

500,000

0

1,500,000

CM = Contribution Margin

1,500,000

500,000

0

2,000,000

FC = Fixed Costs

400,000

200,000

Allocation coefficients

66.67%

33.33%

100%

1,400,000

700,000

2,100,000

fc = unit full cost

5.60

7.00

ur = unit result = p – fc

4.40

3.00

R = Operating Income

1,100,000

300,000

Full Cost = VC + FC

600,000

1,400,000

These considerations from this simple example lead to the following conclusion: when production is at full
capacity, then the full costing method, which evaluates the advantages from producing a given good based on
unit earnings (or losses), can lead to a non-optimal product mix.
7. The Direct Costing Method Rules to Compare Unitary Costs and Prices

We will now consider how the direct costing method eliminates the problems discussed above in applying the
full costing method (Brimson 2007). Before demonstrating this hypothesis, a technical discussion is necessary.
Direct costing is not a ‘system’ for calculating costs but a ‘method’ that assumes the possibility of analyzing the
dynamics of costs in relation to the dynamics of production volumes, however these are defined and calculated.
This method is thus not opposed to costing systems.
According to the direct costing method, the price/cost comparison refers to the selling price p and the unit direct
cost, or direct cost (which is indicated by “dc”), defined as the unit cost which does not vary per unit of
production; this corresponds to the unit cost coefficient variable, “vc”, which indicates the cost of material, labor
and direct services which together are included in a unit of product. Since dc = cv, the direct costing method is
also defined as the variable costing method. Fixed costs, “FC”, do not depend on the production volumes near
capacity limits, since these are costs of the production structure and thus must also be incurred even when the
production varies in quantity or is suspended. Fixed costs are often also called period costs (Baxendale & Foster,
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2010; Firescu, 2010). The direct costing method thus assumes that each unit produced and sold must necessarily
cover the variable costs, “vc” and offer a unit contribution margin, “cm = p - vc”, that can absorb a unit share of
the fixed costs needed for production; or, in any event, as much of these as possible. With direct costing there is
no need to quantify earnings or losses per unit of product; these must be calculated only for those goods
produced jointly by the company with the involvement of all the fixed costs. The explanatory capacity of direct
costing and its rationale derive from the fact it focuses on the unit contribution margin, cm = p - vc, and the
overall margin, CM = cm Q.
The following operational rule for the economic calculation of the unit price/cost comparison can be derived:
RULE 1): a product with price “p” that is greater than the direct cost “vc” can be produced, since its contribution
margin (CM) covers at least a share of the fixed costs of production; as a result, the following relationship must
always hold: p ≥ vc
RULE 2): if the company has no production capacity constraints, where two products have different unit
contribution margin (cm = p - vc) the company must favor the production of the one with the larger unit
contribution margin;
RULE 3): if the company has a capacity constraint, in that it has a limited quantity of a factor needed for the
different products, then it must favor the product that has the highest ratio between the unit contribution margin
and the unit quantity of the limited factor; more specifically, if the company produces ALFA and BETA with a
constraint on the quantity of the materials available to both, and if qM(ALFA) and qM(BETA) indicate the unit
quantities of raw materials used by the two products, then the company must favor the product with the highest
unit contribution margin per unit of constrained resource used.
RULE 4): When there are two or more production capacity constraints, the optimal mix is obtained by setting up
an optimal constraint problem through linear programming, setting as the objective function the maximization of
the overall operating result, calculated as the difference between the total contribution margins of all the products
and the total fixed costs (last row in the previous tables).
7.1 The Decision-Making Advantages of the Direct Costing Method Logic
The validity of the above four rules of direct costing has already been indirectly demonstrated by a consideration
of the disadvantages of the full cost method. In particular, by observing Table 1 we see the validity of the first
operational RULE: if it is not possible to substitute a good producing a loss with another product, then the
company must continue to produce the former as long as the selling price is higher than the variable costs; in this
way the fixed costs are at least partially covered. Table 1 also shows that a company earns a profit on a product
not so much when its price exceeds the full cost but when the price allows for a contribution margin sufficient to
cover the fixed costs. Tables 2 and 3 show how choices regarding two or more products can conveniently be
made based on the direct costing method rather than the full costing one. Specifically, it can be shown that in the
case of two products it is more economically advantageous to produce the one with the higher contribution
margins.
The optimal choices in the absence of constraints on capacity or on factor availability are those where fixed costs
are kept undivided; that is, when they are not allocated to the various production processes. The calculation of
economic convenience compares the overall contribution margins of the several products with the overall fixed
costs. When there are capacity constraints, the optimal mix is where production is maximized, compatible with
the company’s business and production needs, for the product with the higher ratio between contribution margin
and scarce resource.
7.2 An Example of the Advantages in Applying the Direct Costing Method
During a given period, a company produces 1,000 ALFA tables and 1,000 BETA ones, which normally sell at
pα=10 and pβ=20 monetary units, respectively. The unit variable costs for materials and direct labor are vcα = 5
and vcβ = 8, respectively. Complex machinery is needed to shear iron pipes for the framework and to drill
holes in them. This machinery can provide 4,000 units of service at a fixed cost of FCM=12,000. To obtain one
unit of product ALFA, one unit of service of the machinery is needed; for BETA, three units. The fixed cost of
the machinery is allocated to the two products based on the volumes of service provided to them; the following
allocation percentages are determined: for ALFA, 25%, and for BETA, 75%. General administrative costs are
FCA=3,000 and are allocated based on the sales revenue, adopting the following allocation ratios: for ALFA, 1/3,
for BETA, 2/3. All the data is presented in Table 7, an analysis of which leads to the conclusion that the
production mix is optimal since each product produces the same unit profit.
We know that this typical rule of the full costing method could be irrational; according to the direct costing
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method, the parameter to observe is the contribution margin. BETA has a higher unit contribution margin, and
thus a case can be made to modify the product mix to increase production of BETA. However, the data reveals
that production is at full capacity, and thus any change in the production of BETA must be accompanied by a
variation in the opposite direction in ALFA production. It must now be decided if it is advantageous to increase
the production of BETA while at the same time reducing that of ALFA.
Since the capacity constraint concerns units of service of the available machinery, an increase of one unit for
BETA, which requires 3 units of service, means reducing ALFA production by 3 units, each of which in turn
requires one unit of machine service.
Table 7. The full costing and direct costing methods in the case of two products
ALFA

BETA

Production

Production

Totals

Q = Quantity sold

1,000

p = Unit price

10.00

20.00

10,000

20,000

30,000

vc = Unit Variable Cost

5.00

8.00

0

direct cost for materials

2.00

4.00

TR = Total Revenues

direct cost for labor

1,000

3.00

4.00

5,000

8,000

5.00

12.00

CM = Contribution Margin

5,000

12,000

17,000

Fixed Costs - Machinery

3,000

9,000

12,000

Machinery allocation coefficient

25 %

75 %

100 %

Fixed Costs - Administrative costs

1,000

2,000

3,000

33.33 %

66.67 %

100 %

VC = Total Variable Cost
cm = unit contribution margin = p - cv

Machinery allocation coefficient

13,000

FC = Fixed Costs

4,000

11,000

15,000

Full Cost = VC + FC

9,000

19.000

28,000

9.00

19.00

fc = unit full cost
ur = unit result = p – fc

1.00

1.00

R = Operating Income

1,000

1,000

2,000

Is this operation advantageous? To determine this, we need to consider the contribution margins:
– An additional unit of BETA leads to a unit contribution margin of 12;
– If three additional units of ALFA are produced, a contribution margin of 15 is achieved.
The above shows that in order to improve overall profitability it is necessary to increase the production of ALFA,
not BETA, unlike what was assumed at an earlier stage. This conclusion is perfectly coherent with RULE 3 of
the direct costing method: when there is a production capacity constraint, the product with the highest ratio
between the unit contribution margin and the quantity of the scarce resource required to produce a unit of the
product should be increased. In this case, the scarce resources are the units of service of the machinery used in
the ratio (25% forALFA) / (75% FOR BETA) = 1/3; therefore:
Ratio of cm/qMACHINE for ALFA = 5
Ratio of cm/qMACHINE for BETA = 4
As a result, since ALFA has a favorable contribution margin/scarce resource ratio, the product mix must involve
an increase in ALFA, not BETA, production. Table 8 illustrates the results from the “extreme case” where BETA
production is completely abandoned in favor of that of ALFA, with a consequent improvement in profitability
from an increase in ALFA production: profits rise from 2,000 (from the product mix in Table 7) to 5,000 (with
the mix in Table 8). The increase of 3,000 monetary units is easily explained by the fact that each of the 3,000
additional units of ALFA lead to a net increase in the contribution margin of 3 = 15-12 for every 3 units of ALFA
produced in place of 1 unit of BETA; that is, an additional contribution margin of 1 per unit of ALFA produced.
Therefore, the increase in profits corresponds to the increase in the contribution margin.
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Table 8. Variation of the product mix in the case of a scarce factor
ALFA

BETA

Production

Production is interrupted

Totals

Q = Quantity sold

4,000

0

p = Unit price

10.00

20.00

TR = Total Revenues

40,000

0

40,000

vc = Unit Variable Cost

5.00

8.00

0

direct cost for materials

2.00

4.00

3.00

4.00

direct cost for labor
VC = Total Variable Cost

20,000

0

5.00

12.00

CM = Contribution Margin

20,000

0

20,000

Fixed Costs - Machinery

12,000

0

12,000

Machinery allocation coefficient

100 %

0%

100 %

3,000

0

3,000

Machinery allocation coefficient

100 %

0%

100 %

FC = Fixed Costs

15,000

0

15,000

Full Cost = VC + FC

35,000

0

35,000

0

5,000

cm = unit contribution margin = p - cv

Fixed Costs - Administrative costs

fc = unit full cost

20,000

8.75

ur = unit result = p – fc

1.25

R = Operating Income

5,000

7.3 The Optimal Mix with the Direct Costing Method in the Case of a Single Production with Capacity
Constraint
In order to demonstrate the conclusions in the previous section, let us assume that a company produces three
products A, B and C, and an analysis of the variability of costs provides data on the estimates of the direct costs
(which are also variable costs) and the common costs for the three products (which are all fixed costs) for the nth
month. Industrial accounting can also provide machinery and man hours per unit of product. It is necessary to
determine the production program for the nth month, taking into account that:
a) In-house orders are 120,000 pieces for product A and 100,000 each for B and C;
b) Maximum production capacity is 250,000 machine hours.
In order to determine the estimated operating results for the three products, it is deemed appropriate to divide the
common fixed costs based only on direct labor hours required. All the available data is summarized in Table 9.
Table 9. Data for planning production with a single constraint
N.

ITEM

SOURCE

PRODUCT A

PRODUCT B

PRODUCT C

1

Quantity

Input

A≤120,000

B≤100,000

C≤100,000

2

Average price

Input

2,000

2,200

3,000

3

Unit variable cost

Input

1,800

1,800

2,450

4

Unit contribution margin

2-3

200

400

550

TOTALS

5

Common fixed costs

Input

6

Unit machine hours

input

0.5

2

1.5

≤250,000

72,000,000

7

Unit direct labour

input

1

1

1

unlimited

To determine the production plan, it must be noted above all that there is a capacity constraint on machine hours,
thus making it necessary to establish a scale of priorities for the production processes that are to start up in the
nth month. Referring to RULE 3 of the direct costing method, which states that when there is a capacity
constraint the optimal production mix entails increasing production for the product with the highest scarcity ratio
(contribution margin/unit required of scarce factor), the contribution margin for machine hours for each product
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must first be determined, as indicated in Table 10.
Table 10. Order of preference based on the scarcity ratio
N.

ITEM

SOURCE

PRODUCT A

PRODUCT B

PRODUCT C

1

Quantity

Input

A≤120,000

B≤100,000

C≤100,000

2

Average price

Input

2,000

2,200

3,000

3

Unit variable cost

input

1,800

1,800

2,450

4

Unit contribution margin

2-3

200

400

550

5

Unit machine times

input

0.5

2

1.5

6

Scarcity ratio

4/5

400

200

367

7

ORDER OF PREFERENCE

I

III

II

TOTALS

≤250,000

The order of preference on line 7 in Table 10 reveals that it is advantageous for the company to produce as much
as possible of A, compatible with the in-house orders and the available production capacity. If there is then
leftover production capacity, the company should produce C, and with additional residual capacity even B. The
calculations are shown in Table 11.
Table 11. Production plan
N.

ITEM

SOURCE

PRODUCT A

PRODUCT B

PRODUCT C

1

In-house orders

Input

A≤120,000

B≤100,000

C≤100,000

2

Available machine hours

Input

3
4
5
6
7

PRIORITY I
0.5 h/mach./units for PROD. A
Total available machine hours
PRIORITY II
1.5 h/mach./units for PROD. C
Available machine hours
PRIORITY III
2 h/mach./units for PROD. B

Q(A) × 0.5

TOTALS
≤250,000

Q(A)

Machine hours A

120,000

60,000
≤190,000

Difference
Q(C) × 1.5

Q(C)

Machine hours C

120,000

150,000
≤40,000

Difference
Q(B) × 2.0

Q(B)

Machine hours B

20,000

40,000
Remaining hours

8

Available machine hours

9

PRODUCTION PLAN

120,000

20,000

100,000

10

ORDER OF PREFERENCE

I

III

II

0

Once the production plan is defined, the operating results for each product can be calculated, as shown in the
analytical accounting matrix in Table 12, after allocating the indirect FC based on the hours of direct manpower
(lines 17 and 18, Table 12). From the analytical operating results shown on line 14, which take into account the
full costing method rules, it appears advantageous to reduce or abandon production of A in order to increase C, in
open contradiction to the priorities resulting from following the direct costing method rules. However, in order
to produce an additional unit of C, 1.5 machine hours are needed (line 6, Table 9), and thus product A would
have to be reduced by 3 units to allow this additional production of C. However, this decision is not
advantageous according to the direct costing method, since giving up 3 units of A would mean a reduction in unit
contribibution margin, cmA of -600 = 3x200, while producing an addition unit of C (assuming this additional
unit can be picked up by the customers) would produce an cmC of only 550.
Giving up 4 units of A to obtain an extra unit of B would be even less advantageous; therefore, the production
plan is optimal. Note that Table 12 can be extremely deceiving, since the operating results in line 14 are
determined using the full costing method, and thus depend on the allocation criterion for common fixed costs.
Therefore, the results obtained from the production plan in Table 11 are optimal, even if counter-intuitive.
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Table 12. Analytical accounting matrix
N.

ITEMS

SOURCE

PRODUCT A

PRODUCT B

PRODUCT C

1

Quantity (see Table 11)

Line 9

120,000

20,000

100,000

TOTALS

2

Average price

Input

2,000

2,200

3,000

3

Revenues

1x2

240,000,000

44,000,000

300,000,000

4

Unit variable cost

Input

1,800

1,800

2,450

5

Unit contribution margin

2-4

200

400

550

6

Variable costs

4x1

216,000,000

36,000,000

245,000,000

497,000,000

7

Gross contribution margin

5×1

24,000,000

8,000,000

55,000,000

87,000,000

8

Specific fixed costs (FC)

None

9

Net contribution margin

7-8

24,000,000

8,000,000

55,000,000

10

Common fixed costs (FC)

584,000,000

87,000,000
72,000,000

11

Allocated common fixed costs

10×18

36,000,000

6,000,000

30,000,000

12

Allocated FC per unit of P

(11+8)/1

300

300

300

72,000,000

13

Total production costs

6+8+10

252,000,000

42,000,000

275,000,000

569,000,000

14

Analytical operating results

3-13

-12,000,000

2,000,000

25,000,000

15,000,000

15

Average unit cost

13/1=4+12

2,100

2,100

2,750

16

Unit direct labour times

input

1

1

1

17

Overall direct labour times

120,000

20,000

100,000

240,000

18

Allocation percentage

50%

8%

42%

100%

8. Production with Several Capacity Constraints: Linear Programming

The existence of capacity or availability constraints for one or more factors used in the production of more than
one good makes it impossible to determine the optimal quantity of a product without at the same time taking into
account the effects on the production of other products. It is necessary to “generalize” about the approach of the
direct-costing method and search for an optimal mix of products that maximizes an economic function
represented by the overall operating result function, which depends on the quantity of the various products,
taking into account their contribution margin, after detracting the fixed costs. This function is called the objective
function. The amount of production on which the objective function depends is subject to a system of constraints,
in the form of inequalities or equations.
The value of the various productions cannot be negative (except for particular interpretations); therefore, the
condition of the non-negativity of production is also required. If the objective function and the system of
constraints are linear with respect to the production volumes, then a simple, powerful and general technique for
determining the optimal mix is linear programming. In order to apply the linear programming technique
correctly and in a meaningful way it is necessary to verify that the fundamental condition of linearity is respected
(from which the term linear programming derives): resources must be used proportionately to the quantity of
production, which means that output, and thus the rates of use of the factors, are “constant” and “known”. We
will henceforth assume that the production policy has already been defined and that the production quantities are
independent of the stocks of finished products. Formally, using simplified symbols, the problem of linear
programming as applied to planning the optimal mix of production volumes, qi, of N production processes can
be represented as the search for the maximization of the objective function:
N

MAX → R =  cmi q i − FC i − FC T
i =1

(6)

This function determines the maximum overall corporate operating result (R), obtained as the difference between
the overall contribution margins of the N productions and the overall fixed costs directly sustained for each (FCi)
(costs for printing, specific consulting, special advertising) after detracting FCT as well; that is, the costs not
directly attributable to production but that refer in a non-specific manner to the total production costs (rent,
advertising, machinery, indirect labor, etc.). The existence of M capacity or availability constraints is represented
by the system of constraints to which (6) is subjected:
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N
c 1i q i ≤ b 1
i
 =1
N c q ≤ b
  2i i
2
i =1
...

N c q ≤ b
Mi i
M
i
=1

(7)

where the coefficients cji represent the unit consumption of the jth limited factor for the ith production process.
Finally, the conditions of non-negativity must hold:

qi ≥ 0

i = l, 2, ..., N

(8)

Without going into a detailed mathematical discussion, note that each N-tuple: [q1 , q 2 ,..., q N ] that satisfies (7)
and (8) represents an admissible solution that corresponds to a possible production mix; the set of all the
admissible n-tuples makes up the admissible set (region). We define an optimal N-tuple, or solution of the linear
programming problem, as any admissible N-tuple that optimizes (6); we define a solution set as the set of
solutions (Dantzig, 1963; Pierre, 1987; Brickman, 1989; Gass, 2010). George Bernard Dantzig (1963), the father
of linear programming, who introduced the simplex method for finding solutions to any problem, proved the
following theorems:
–

The admissible set is convex;

–

Any optimal N-tuples belong to the admissible set frontier;

–
If there is more than one solution to the problem, then there are an infinite number of solutions provided by
the convex linear combinations of all the pairs of solutions; thus, the solution set is convex;
The solution of the linear programming problem can be obtained through various methods. This is not the place
to discuss in detail either the simplex method or other problem-solving methods. Instead, a simple problem will
be presented to demonstrate the approach for searching for the optimal mix through linear programming. To find
the solution, Wolfram’s Mathematica will be used, a computing program developed by Wolfram Research that
simplifies the calculation of the solution. Information about the Mathematica Programme can be found at
http://www.wolfram.com
7.1 A Simple Example of Production Programming under Capacity Constraints
Let us assume that in a given month a company can produce and sell two units of products A and B given the
prices and costs in Table 13.
Table 13. Prices and costs of two products under capacity constraints
VALUES

Symbol

PRODUCT A

PRODUCT B

p

16,000

18,000

unit variable cost

vc

11,000

14,000

unit contribution Margin

cm

5,000

4,000

Specific Fixed Costs

FC

2,000,000

4,000,000

Common Fixed Costs

FCT

Unit prices

TOTAL

6,000,000
10,000,000

Constraints
Material G

qG

2

4

≤ 16,000

Material H

qH

6

4

≤ 18,000

There are no capacity constraints regarding the machinery, but the company must take into account the available
raw materials. As shown in Table 13, 2 units of material G and 6 of H are needed to produce two units of A,
while for B 4 units of both G and H are needed. There are only 16,000 units of G and 18,000 of H available. In
constructing the linear programming model, given the simplicity of the problem, it is convenient to indicate by A
and B not only the names of the products but also their variable quantities. As a result, we obtain the following
objective function using the direct costing method:
R = {[5,000 A − 2,000,000] + [4,000 B − 4,000,000]} − 10,000,000
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[R + 16,000,000 ] = 5,000 A + 4,000 B.
Z=

[R + 16,000,000]
1,000

Simplifying the above, the objective function is thus simply (ignoring for the moment the constant amount of
units of material, 16,000):
max Z = 5 A + 4 B

Table 13 easily provides us with the system of constraints:
2 A + 4 B ≤ 16,000 constraint of material G

6 A + 4 B ≤ 18,000 constraint of material H
A, B ≥ 0 condition of non - negativity .


Using Mathematica, we obtain Figure 1, which shows the area of the admissible solutions (in grey) and the
straight line (from the series of straight lines) of the objective function which is tangent to the area. The theorems
mentioned above indicate, again using Mathematica, the following optimal solution, which corresponds to the
coordinates of the point of tangency: (product A=500 units; product B=3,750 units), which represent the optimal
production program that maximizes the company’s expected operating results. Corresponding to this mix, the
objective function, in its simplified form Z, has the following maximum value:
Z = (5 × 500 ) + (4 × 3,750 ) = 17,500

By inverting the above simplification, we can calculate the following OR:
R = 17,500 (1,000 ) − 16,000,000 = 1,500,000

After calculating the optimal solution, we can construct the analytical accounting matrix in Table 14 in order to
demonstrate that the results are indeed optimal. Once again the direct costing method achieves an optimal
solution even if the optimality seems counterintuitive.
y
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

x
6000

Figure 1. The optimal solution using the linear programming method (source: output of Mathematica software)
We immediately observe the erroneous conclusions that could have been reached if we had based the production
program on the full-costing method rules and decided to eliminate production of A; in this case, analytical
accounting reveals a negative operating result and fc (A ) > p (A ) .
Under the assumption that production of A is suspended, the following materials would be freed up:
material G available for B = 500 (2) = 1,000; material H available for B = 500 (6) = 3,000
Since 4 units of both G and H are needed for each unit of B, the new availability after production of A is
suspended would at most lead to 250 additional units of B; in fact:

material G available for B/qG(B) = 1,000/4 = 250 = ΔQB
material H available for B/qH(B) = 3,000 / 4 = 750 = ΔQB
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Table 14. Calculation of analytical results with the optimal mix, under conditions of capacity constraints
VALUES

PRODUCT A

Quantity: optimal solution

PRODUCT B
500

Unit average prices

TOTAL

3,750

16,000

18,000

8,000,000

67,500,000

11,000

14,000

VC = Total Variable Cost

5,500,000

52,500,000

58,000,000

CM = Contribution Margin

2,500,000

15,000,000

17,500,000

5,000

4,000

Revenues
vc = Unit Variable Cost

cm = unit contribution margin = p - cv
Specific fixed costs
Net operating margin
Allocation coefficients

75,500,000

2,000,000

4,000,000

6,000,000

500,000

11,000,000

11,500,000

11%

89%

100%

Imputed common fixed costs

1,100,000

8,900,000

10,000,000

FC = Fixed Costs

3,100,000

12,900,000

16,000,000

Full Cost = VC + FC

8,600,000

65,400,000

74,000,000

17,200

17,440

fc = unit full cost
ur = unit result = p – fc
R = Operating Result

- 1,200

560

- 600,000

2,100,000

1,500,000

By increasing the production of B by ΔQB = 250 units the overall total rises to QB = 4,000, giving us the Coan
matrix in Table 15. The operating result in Table 15 is lower than that in the previous table, and the solution is
sub-optimal. In reading Table 15 we must keep in mind that the specific fixed costs for A are understood to apply
even if A is not produced. The objective function would not take into consideration the situation in which the
specific fixed costs could be saved through a halt in production.
Table 15. Calculation of the analytical results with changes to the optimal mix
VALUES

PRODUCT A

PRODUCT B

Quantity: optimal solution

0

4.000

TOTAL

Unit average prices

16,000

18,000

Revenues

0

72,000,000

vc = Unit Variable Cost

11,000

14,000

VC = Total Variable Cost

0

56,000,000

56,000,000

CM = Contribution Margin

0

16,000,000

16,000,000

cm = unit contribution margin = p - cv

5,000

4,000

72,000,000

Specific fixed costs

2,000,000

4,000,000

6,000,000

Net operating margin

-2,000,000

12,000,000

10,000,000

Allocation coefficients

0%

100%

100%

Imputed common fixed costs

0

10,000,000

10,000,000

FC = Fixed Costs

2,000,000

12,000,000

16,000,000

Full Cost = VC + FC

2,000,000

65,400,000

72,000,000

fc = unit full cost

17,500

ur = unit result = p – fc
R = Operating Result

500
- 2,000,000

2,000,000

0

9. Conclusion

In order to achieve optimal strategic choices, management often rejects less recent cost accounting systems,
preferring to focus on those considered to be avant-garde or simply more modern.
The present study has sought to show that costing systems adopting the full-costing method can, on the contrary,
lead management to make non-rational decisions regarding the setting of prices, the acceptance of orders, make
or buy choices and, above all, the determination of the optimal production mix through programming and
budgeting. Using the direct costing method allows us, on the other hand, to achieve rational results during the
decision-making and planning phases, even if these often appear counter-intuitive when compared with the
results achieved using the full costing method, which seem to conform to naïve intuition. The risk in the latter
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case is even more serious when we are dealing with multi-production firms operating under conditions of limited
production capacity regarding one or more factors, as occurs most of the time. Though simplified, the numerical
examples presented above provide ample proof of the superiority of direct costing with respect to full costing,
above all for the following important managerial decisions:
– How to set profitable prices on the basis of the unit cost data and, vice-versa, which target costs must be
achieed taking into account the predetermined prices;
– Whether or not to activate or de-activate a production process, given the estimated selling prices;
– Which product mix is most rational given the selling prices and unit costs of production, especially in the case
of multiple constraints.
This study does not intend to provide analytical solutions to the problems at hand, since this was not its original
objective. Nevertheless, the hope is that it has aroused the “suspicion” that several modern costing systems,
based on the full costing method, “are not infallible”, and that when using cost data for business decisions and
budget preparation some “reflection” on the dynamics of costs in relation to production volumes is necessary.
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